Signage Maintenance
The Ultimate Guide to Maintaining your Outdoor
Signage and Business Reputation
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Introduction
Outdoor signage truly showcases your brand identity. Dirty, poorly
lit or broken signage hurts your company's reputation.

In this eBook, The Ultimate Guide to Signage Maintenance, you will learn
why, when and how you need to maintain your exterior signs.
Following the principles in this guide will ensure that your signs are
professionally maintained to reflect your organisations' brand identity and
values.

Key Topics
Signage Maintenance is essential to your business as it improves your brand
visibility and generates trust in customer’s mind. Here's what I will talk about
in this eBook:
When and why do you need to maintain your external signs
Best practises for signage maintenance contracts
Vendor Selection Criteria to extend the life of your signs
The tips and techniques that I am sharing in this eBook are a result of my 20
year experience in the signage industry. I would be happy to hear your
feedback and also answer any questions. You can reach me via email at
sekar@adventrix.ae
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About The Author
R Chandra Sekar is the Managing Director of Adventrix Signs
LLC based in Dubai, United Arab Emirates
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fastest growing cities in the world. He has been
an integral part of some of the iconic signage
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Dubai is open to new ideas, and this city has
given Chandra Sekar the right platform to transform complex signage
designs to real life implementations. Besides manufacturing signages
for large enterprise clients like Emaar, Azizi, Damac, Dubai Properties,
Meraas and other large conglomerates, Chandra Sekar is very
passionate about educating his clients about signage maintenance.
This book is a direct result of his love for the signage industry.
Besides leading Adventrix to become one of the top signage
manufacturers in UAE in such a short period, Chandra Sekar
volunteers his time in mentoring SME business owners to overcome
the growth barrier.
Chandra Sekar is also a part of BNI UAE - The Worlds Largest Referral
Network. He currently resides in Dubai, UAE.

Symptoms to
Look for to
Ensure Healthy
Signage
When do you know that your sign
needs maintenance?

Don't Let this Happen to
your Signage

*For Illustration Purposes Only
Your Signage is there to make a statement. Proper maintenance and
periodic checks will ensure that your signage lives up to your brand
expectations. Partial lit signages can make it to social media and can cause
damage to the business reputation.

"A business with no sign, is a sign of no business"

Do you need Signage
Maintenance?
▢ Does you signage have lighting issues? Flickering lights, Partially lit
or Unlit signage in the night time. An evenly illuminated signage is a
24x7 advertising for your brand. Advertisers pay massive amounts
for outdoor hoardings. Your business is losing money if you do not
keep your signage lit at night.
▢ Has your Signage lost its shine and faded away due to weather
conditions. Discoloured signage distorts your company brand
identity.
▢ Is the Vinyl Sticker cracked or peeled off on the sign face? If yes,
would you want your customers to feel that you don't care about
your branding?
▢ Are there rust marks on your signage? You can't afford to display a
rusty sign. If it's too late, then the whole signage might need to be
replaced.
▢ If your signage is not cleaned professionally, dust, bird droppings
and can soil your signage and make it look untidy. Do you ensure
regular professional cleaning to keep your signage sparkling?
If you answered yes to any of the above in the checklist, you may be
ready for signage maintenance.
Knowledge Check: Would you walk-in to a restaurant or retail store
which has a broken, dirty and partially lit signage?

Advantages of
Cleaning &
Restoring Your
Signs
Your signs define your business. Make sure
that they are clean and evenly illuminated
to showcase your brand identity

Tips to Ensure that
your Signs are Clean
& Look as New
Get rid deeply embedded Soil, Bird droppings, Dust,
Graffiti and Grime.
Restore to the original & colourful sign it once was by
regularly cleaning your signage.
Rejuvenate the appearance of a severely neglected
sign and attract more customers.
Clean signage can enhance the community aesthetics.
Extend the life expectancy of signs (Signs with Life!)
Recreate the image you initially had for your business
Enhance advertising value, effectiveness & brand
identity!
Reduce fading and colour loss
Cleaning and maintaining signs ensures cost benefits
when compared to replacement costs of a new one
Reduces downtime and sign breakdown

Industry Best
Practices for
Signage
Maintenance
Learn best practices from signage industry
leaders for the most effective way of
signage maintenance

Industry Best Practices for Signage Maintenance and
Commonly Asked Questions from Signage Owners

What is the benefit of sign maintenance?

On-going signage maintenance is an extension of the corporate brand
identity and vital to companies who want to protect their reputation. What
a customer sees from the outside is a representation of the company
within.

How often should sign maintenance checks
be done on my site?

It varies from customer to customer, depending on how they value and
want to protect their brand. Most sophisticated buyers and estate
managers realise that a clean corporate image will directly correlate to an
increase in sales. We would recommend an annual clean and LED check,
including replacing LED transformers every three years. Cleaning signs less
frequently than once per year can have an adverse impact on image
integrity and sales.

How long will it take to complete sign
maintenance on my site?

For any individual outlets, gas stations, or leisure complexes, manning
levels can be agreed to complete all sign maintenance works in one day.
For larger projects, including malls or retail parks, a schedule of works,
taking into account opening hours and customer traffic flow, could be
agreed in advance of any work being carried out.

Will my site be disrupted while sign
maintenance takes place?

Inevitably, given the nature of the work involved, signage maintenance
engineers will require access to all sign ware. Trained engineers
fromreputed signage maintenance agencies consult with the site
management to ensure that work in busier areas is done at the quietest
time available; ensuring that customer disruption is kept to a minimum.

Will any major problems be rectified
immediately or will they be reported, quoted
for and done at a later date?
At the start of any maintenance program, customer-centric signage
maintenance surveyors try to identify common components and ensure
that maintenance vehicles are equipped to deal with as many issues as
possible. Most contracts should have an agreed financial mandate that
should empower signage technicians to resolve low-cost issues
immediately. More significant and complex problems should either be
recorded, photographed and quoted retrospectively or depending on the
severity, can be advised via telephone with supporting photographs sent
immediately.

Can sign maintenance companies carry out
sign maintenance on my site even though
they didn’t install my signs?

Yes. Experienced signage maintenance companies should be able to repair
& replace parts for signage manufactured by other companies.

Will engineers fix any electrical problems
they come across while carrying out sign
maintenance on my site?

Yes. Signage Maintenance Crew should have electricians and can carry
outelectrical work as needed without involving another 3rd party.

How are risk assessments used before any
sign maintenance work commences on my
site?

Before carrying out any project, Signage Maintenance Companies looks at
all of the generic risks and a suite of risk assessments and training plans
for the involved crew. In addition to the generic risk assessments, signage
engineers should be all trained to hazard-spot and carry out last minute
risk assessments by way of “Clearance to Work”. Before any work is
undertaken at height on any job, signage engineers should complete a
working at height checklist to identify and mitigate any risks where
possible.

What training do signage engineers
undergo? How do I trust them to work on my
signs?
All signage engineers should be fully trained to the highest standards
before commencing any work on-site. Progressive Signage Maintenance
companies conduct training courses tailored to suit each job
requirement: Incident and Injury Free Training, Powered access training –
Boom Lift/Crane, Firefighting and First aid Training, Working at Height on
Scaffolding Training, Building Cradle usage Training, Safety harness
training and Dubai Municipality Safe practices at public places.

Vendor Selection
Criteria for
Maintaining Signs
Tips for selecting the right sign
maintenance agency

Checklist for Selecting
Signage Maintenance
Service Providers
▢ Your vendor should ask for as-built drawings for the signage from
you.
▢ Your vendor should NOT be a facility management company as the
skill set and techniques required for sign maintenance is not
understood by facility management companies.
▢ Vendor should be a registered sign maintenance provider with a
dedicated focus on signage maintenance.
▢ Lots of sign manufacturers can be ready to provide maintenance
services, check if do they have a dedicated team for this line of
business?
▢ Conduct a survey of signages maintained by your prospective
vendor. Speak to the end-customer about their experience with the
vendor.
▢ Does the vendor have signage engineers with the requisite training
for signage maintenance, health & safety and municipality rules.
▢ Check the vendor track record in the signage industry and review
the list of the clients the vendor has worked for in the past.
▢ Understand the frequency of and time of scheduled maintenance
and ask the vendor on how they will handle breakdown related
maintenance.

Interested in Signage
Maintenance for your
Business?
Click below to schedule a free site survey conducted by signage
maintenance professionals from Adventrix Signs LLC.
Free Consultation For Signage Maintenance

